
Humanity and Earth
A Love Affair of Awakening

 

Earth's Loving Embrace of Humanity
No matter how popular the slogan “Save the planet” may be, planet Earth does NOT 
need saving. Planet Earth is completely, effortlessly, and immutably at one with the 
Divine. Earth Loves us no matter how we treat it. Is this a statement of arrogance and 
hubris, giving permission to mistreat it? No! We are actually afraid of OPENING to a 
Love that is so completely UNCONDITIONAL. Doing so would forever change the 
unconscious attachment to the belief that we are separate from Nature, and would 
eliminate the feeling that we are forsaken. This perception of being separate and 
forsaken is behind every motivation to plunder and rape the Earth in a misguided 
attempt to find security, abundance, empowerment and love.

Showing Us the Way to Love
Notice how completely, tenderly and relentlessly Nature pours its Love into us. The sun
freely radiates its life-affirming light on both the saint and the sinner alike . . . and 
everyone else as well! The same goes for the shade of a tree, the scent of a flower, the 
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life-giving elixir of water and the healing power of plants – they all give their blessings 
to the good and the bad, the high and low, the right and the wrong, the superior and 
inferior alike . . . and everyone and everything else as well!

Ever heard the lamentation: “Who will speak for the Earth?” As if we are in charge of 
deciding how the world should be. We don't need to speak for the Earth, we need to 
LISTEN to its messages of Wisdom, Harmony, Unity and, above all, Love! We need to 
listen with our ears, our heart, our gut, and every pore of our being. Nature has been 
showing us the Way to Love all along, but we have been loathe to let go of our egoic 
arrogance, often hidden in the belief that we know what is best. Can we now see how 
“saving the planet” is a sophisticated and cunning way that the ego gets to hang on to 
playing God? We need to LEARN from Nature about how to live in union with each 
other and the Universe . . . . until we Realize that we ARE that very same Nature.

Earth's Sublime Message and Gift to Humanity
Relax and open your heart to receive the wisdom, energy and Love from Nature in the 
following messages. While reading this, really feel that Earth is speaking directly to 
you:

I AM your greatest Lover and Teacher

When you open fully to my loving and comforting embrace 
You will be inspired to be as purely and freely loving as I AM

See with a heart free of fear and lack, a world of unfathomable beauty, 
sumptuous abundance, tender intimacy and unifying power

You have not yet seen Me in my full majesty due to the deadening 
and distorting veil of your dualistic ideas and labels which your 
ego hangs on to with the pride of superior understanding

However, you must not judge your ego nor fear it, in the same way 
that I have never judged you nor feared you. Simply use Me as your 
example of embodied Unconditional Love. Open to that Love until 
we become One perfected embodiment of the Divine.

Expose your most anguishing shame to the light of My Sun 
and you will find no judgment, only illuminating Love.

Surrender your deepest wounds and darkest desires to the healing and purifying solution 
of My Infinite Waters
You will find yourself immersed in soothing acceptance, held by My sustaining and 
reassuring embrace of Love
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Bring your grief and depression to My trees, forests and gardens, and you will find pure 
unbridled joy and aliveness. Wherever you are, whoever you are, I Love you just as you 
are. You may come to Me fearful, angry, downtrodden or full of hate, it does not matter. 
I have always been here for you, and I will always Love you.

When you have carefully and patiently studied Me 
and learned how to emulate My Unconditionally Loving ways
When you have surrendered all of your limited ideas and judgments 
to My transcendent Love and Wisdom 
When you have FULLY opened to My Loving Embrace
You will have broken through the illusory veil of fear 
which has held humanity in servitude and strife for eons.
Then, and only then, will you be in a position to return the 
Gift of Awakening to Me and all of Life on planet Earth.

Nature is Patiently Awaiting Humanity's Ultimate Gift
While I do not need saving nor a spokesperson, I AM waiting for that glorious day when 
you Awaken from the illusory egoic identity to the Truth of who and what you are. On 
that day, you will embody Infinite Life just as I AM. For while I AM, have always been and 
forever will be, an immutable servant of the Divine, YOU as a human being, will finally 
CHOOSE to align yourself with the Universal so that You too will be a perfected expression
of the Divine.

This additional quality of CHOICE and SELF-AWARENESS to Nature's already existing 
unity with the Divine, will Awaken Life to new dimensions of Love. TOGETHER we will live
in a new Reality with horizons of Peace and Joy beyond your wildest dreams. Our roles 
will then reverse: as a fully Human and fully Divine being, YOU will now be an example 
for and an awakener of Me!! Your very Presence will transmute ALL of Nature into an 
AWAKE version of Itself.
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